Background: Interventions directed to system features of public health and health care should increase health and welfare of patients and population. Aims: To build a new framework for studies aiming to assess the impact of public health or health care system, and to consider the role of Randomized Controlled Trials (RCTs) and of Benchmarking Controlled Trials (BCTs). Methods: The new concept is partly based on the author's previous paper on the Benchmarking Controlled Trial. The validity and generalizability considerations were based on previous methodological studies on RCTs and BCTs.
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Background
The foremost aims in public health and in health and (integrated) social care are to increase effectiveness, safety, efficiency, and equality of the system (1,2). In clinical research most studies aim at assessing effectiveness of a particular intervention targeted at the patient or the population. However, systems guiding the clinical work, as well as the (policy related) interventions to make changes in the system, pursue the same aim: to generate beneficial impact for the patients and for the population. Thus, besides interventions directed to the individuals, also interventions targeted at the public health or at the health and social care system should be subjected to systematic research in order to get evidence of their impact (3) . This evidence should be considered when solving the complex issues related to evidence based policy making (4) (5) (6) .
The aims of this paper are firstly, to consider the need for the new concept of System Impact Research (SIR); secondly, to provide a definition of SIR, and to describe the main categories of SIR; thirdly, to provide examples of SIR, and fourthly, to find a simple way to formulate the study question in SIR, and finally, to consider the validity and generalizability of findings from the two methods within SIR: the Benchmarking Controlled Trials (BCTs) and the Randomized Controlled Trials (RCTs).
Methods
The author has in a previous paper presented the novel concept BCT, which covers all observational effectiveness research, and can be used to answer clinical or system related study questions (3) . However, also RCTs may provide evidence of impacts of health and social care system on patients or population. Usually cluster randomization is needed to ensure similarity in system features other than that which is under study between the study arms (7).
Evidence-based medicine framework was used for the formulation of a simple way of presenting the study question in SIR (8, 9) . In this framework for clinical interventions a PICOS-type study question is formed. PICOS stands for Patient or Population, Intervention, Control intervention, Outcome, and Study design.
The issues of methodological validity and generalizability of the results in SIR were based on previous methodological considerations of RCTs (10-13) and of recommendations for cluster RCTs (7) and for the BCTs (3).
Results

Need to a novel concept and its definition
Hitherto there has been no common concept and its operationalization for studies assessing the impact of public health and health and social care system interventions to the patient or population. Thus there is an obvious need for a novel concept for this purpose.
SIR is defined as a research field aiming at assessing the impacts on patients or on population of features of public health and health and social care systems, or of interventions trying to change these features. SIR covers all features of public health and health and social care system and actions upon these features. The term impact refers to all effects caused by the public health and health and social care system or parts of it, with particular emphasis on accessibility, quality, effectiveness, safety, efficiency, and equality of services. The term research refers to the conceptual basis of the concept, and the BCTs and RCTs are the means to achieve as non-biased evidence as possible to broaden the evidence base of SIR.
SIR includes all studies assessing performance of the health care or public health systems ( Figure 1 ) (13) . In many of the categories there are study questions that can be tested both with BCTs and with RCTs. However, some study objects are not feasible for RCTs, but all can be studied by BCTs. In most cases of RCTs the unit of randomization is that of an organization, not the patient or client, and the design is accordingly of a cluster RCT. Similarly also in BCTs, the study design is targeted at organizations, not the individuals, even when the goal is to obtain individual level outcome data. Figure 2 illustrates how to formulate the study question of SIR using the PICOS (Population, Index System, Comparator System, Outcome, Study design) -framework. The most important impact measures are related to these concepts: accessibility, quality of the services Figure 1 . System Impact Research includes all studies assessing performance of the health care or public health systems. All study objects are feasible for Benchmarking Controlled Trials, while many cannot be studied using a Randomized Controlled Trial design. The Clinical Impact Research is placed in the bottom right corner of the figure only to illustrate another category of impact research; i.e. that of assessing impact of interventions targeting individuals.
(particularly congruence with the current scientific evidence), effectiveness (including patient experience), safety, efficiency and equality (of obtaining effective services of uniform quality).
The methodological issues in SIR are related to the study question and design, clinical characteristics and system features ( Table 1 ). The first five items of the system features are related to the health and social care services and costs. The sixth item contains four levels; staff competence, use of current scientific evidence (evidence based medicine framework), assessment of performance and quality improvement, and benchmarking one's performance with the peers to improve the performance. These items originate from the real-effectiveness medicine framework (2).
Examples of BCTs and of a cluster RCT using the PICO framework are shown in Table 2 (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) .
Discussion
The author's idea was that there is a need for a framework aiming at assessing the impact of public health features, and health and social care system or parts of it, as well as that of interventions intended to change the system for the benefit of the patients or population. To authors' knowledge no such framework has been hitherto published.
This paper presents the concept of SIR, which covers both impact research categories, the observational, i.e. BCT and the experimental, i.e. RCT. The strengths and weaknesses of RCTs have been studied extensively and current recommendations on planning, conducting and reporting RCTs have an ample scientific background (21) . On the contrary, observational effectiveness studies do not have this background, as prior to the recent paper on BCTs (3) no definition for these studies have existed, and neither criteria on how to appraise them.
RCTs are acknowledged as studies providing the least biased information of the effectiveness of interventions; usually of single interventions under optimal (experimental) circumstances (10). Observational intervention studies aim at assessing effectiveness under ordinary (non-experimental) health care circumstances. The latter studies utilize comparisons between peers, health care providers treating similar patients, and therefore these studies are named the BCTs (1,2).
Major differences between BCTs and RCTs in the risk of bias of the study are related to the consequences of selection of patients. In the former, patients entering the study in each treatment arm may differ at Population(s) Main baseline characteristics and predictive factors of the population or patients, and those of the health care system
Outcomes
Conceptually and operationally
Study design
Benchmarking controlled trial (BCT) Randomized controlled trial (RCT); usually randomization in clusters
Index System
Conceptually and operationally
Comparator System
Conceptually and operationally Figure 2 . Shaping the study question of the System Impact Research (SIR) according to PICOS (Population, Index System, Comparator System, Outcome, Study design) -framework. The most important outcome measures are related to six concepts: accessibility, quality of the services (particularly according to scientific evidence), effectiveness (including patient experience), safety, efficiency and equality (of obtaining effective services of uniform quality). Table 1 . Methodological issues in the system impact research (SIR) in benchmarking controlled trials (BCTs) and (cluster) randomized controlled trials (RCTs). benchmarking (real-effectiveness medicine framework) 7. Other system related issues baseline due to selection, while in the latter random allocation to treatment arms leads (regardless of selection) usually to comparable treatment groups (3, 10) .
Because the unit of randomization in studies aiming at assessing effectiveness of a system is usually that of an organization, not the patient, the design in RCTs is accordingly usually of a cluster randomized trial. Similarly also in BCTs, the study objects are usually organizations, not the individuals, even when the goal is to obtain individual level outcome data. The hypothesis is that changes in the organization lead to favorable impacts for the patients.
When assessing impact of interventions targeting the public health or health care system there are four major challenges. Firstly, particularly in case of BCTs, sufficient data is needed to obtain information indicating whether (particularly) the health care system factors (e.g. related to an economic incentive) may have led to selection of patients and thus to differences in baseline characteristics. The second challenge, principally in case of BCTs, is to adjust for differences in baseline characteristics between the comparators. Third challenge, again particularly for BCTs, is to obtain data of the patients' clinical pathways to tell in what degree the intervention targeting the system may have changed the pathway and the way patients are treated. The fourth challenge, both for BCTs and RCTs, is to ensure valid and comprehensive outcome measurements in the study arms. Fifth challenge, particularly for BCTs, is to ensure comparability of the system related features between the health care providers. For example the baseline comparability of the patients may be adequate but the competence of the staff of the health care provider using the studied intervention may be better than the competence of the personnel of the health care provider using the control intervention. The sixth challenge, both for BCTs and RCTs, is to document all the effects the intervention causes to the health care system including unintended unfavorable effects. This major challenge of observing often unanticipated consequences in a complex system is most difficult to document, and may become evident only after considerable time lapse after the (policy related) intervention (3). Table 2 . PICOS (population, index system, comparator system, outcome, and study design) in system impact research. Some examples from benchmarking controlled trials (BCTs) and (cluster) randomized controlled trials (RCTs). 
